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Dreams about flying snakes

Snakes have a long, flexible body that is covered with dry scales. Snakes move their forked tongues to bring odors to their sensory glands. Although snake species have different methods of finding and capturing prey, all snakes eat basically the same way. Their incredibly expandable jaws allow them to take on animals of much larger size and swallow them
whole. Whereas a human's upper jaw is fused to the skull and therefore unable to move, a snake's upper jaw is attached to its cerebral chest by muscles, ligaments and tendons, allowing it some face-to-face and side-by-side mobility. The upper jaw connects to the lower jaw by the quadratic bone, which acts as a double hinge so that the lower jaw can move,
allowing the mouth to open up to 150 degrees. In addition, the bones that make up the sides of the jaws are not fused in front like the human chin, but rather connected by muscle tissue, allowing the sides to break up and move independently of each other. All this flexibility is useful when a snake finds prey larger than its head - its head can stretch to
appetise it. Once a snake is ready to eat, it opens its mouth and begins to walk its lower jaw over the prey while its teeth bent back grab the animal - one side of the jaw pulls in while the other side moves to the next bite. The snake soaks its prey with saliva and eventually pulls it into the esophagus. From there, it uses its muscles to simultaneously crush the
food and push it deeper into the digestive tract, where it is broken down into nutrients. Advertising Even with all these advantages, eating a live animal can be a challenge. Because of this, some snakes have developed the ability to inject poison into prey to kill or subdue the animal before eating it. Some poison even kicks off the digestion process. Snakes
with this effective tool must have an equally effective way of putting the poison into an animal's system: prey. In front of or behind your upper jaw, poisonous snakes have two sharp teeth that are hollow to allow the poison to pass. Once a snake attacks by inserting these teeth into its prey, the poison is squeezed from a gland under each eye into the poison
duct - where more glands pass that release compounds thought to make the poison more effective - and through the poison channel in the prey. In non-poisonous constrictor snakes, the teeth are stationary; in snakes with long (grooved) tusks, the teeth fold back into the mouth when not in use - otherwise the snake would pierce the bottom of its own mouth.
Although the species of poisonous snakes, which make up only a fifth of all Snakes - each have its own special drink, the following are the three most important types of toxins found in snake venom: Neurotoxins - Affect the nervous system seizing the nerve nerve often causing the breathing to cesseCardiotoxins - Deteriorates the muscles of the heart,
causing it to stop beatingOtoxins - Causing blood vessels to rupture, resulting in generalized internal bleeding Some poison may also include agglutinins, which make the blood clot, or anticoagulants, which make the blood thin. Most snake venom makes use of several of these compounds for a deadly combined effect. Some snakes squeeze their lives in
another way. Once a snake has the animal firmly in the clutches of its jaws, it wraps its body in coils around the prey. When the animal exhales, letting the air out of its body cavity, the snake contracts its powerful muscle system to tighten the coils, tightening the body so that the animal cannot breathe again. According to a Carnegie Mellon University study in
2002, depending on its size, a constrictor can apply 6 to 12 pounds of pressure per square inch. Although this pressure suffocates the prey by compressing the lungs, it can also have the same effect on the heart, significantly accelerating death. A dream is a series of sensations, images or thoughts that pass through the mind of a sleeping person. Find out
what research shows about the reasons we dream, and read about dream interpretation theories. Use your favorite blend or 2 layers of our Rich Chocolate Cake recipe (freeze the remaining layer to use another day). Advertising - Continue reading below cal/Serv: 305 Yields: 24 Cooking time: 1 hour 0 minutes Total time: 3 hours 30 minutes 1 pack of cake
mix 1 packet of icing sugar 1 c. margarine or butter 5 tablespoons. half and half or light cream 2 tablespoons. Vanilla extract green food color paste 10 candy coated white candies 3 pieces sweet corn 1 pack of jam rings 1/4 c. yellow not fusing candy coated chocolate pieces 1 blue without casting candy coated chocolate pieces This ingredient buying module
is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on your website. Grease two round 8-inch cake pans; bottom line with waxed paper; grease paper. Powder pans with flour. Pour dough into pans; bake and cool as the label directs to 8-inch layers. Prepare the topping:
In a large bowl, with mixer at low speed, beat the sugar of the confectioners, the margarine or the butter, half and vanilla just until mixed. Increase the speed to medium and beat, constantly scraping bowl with rubber spatula, until the cover is smooth and spread consistency easy. Mix enough green food color paste to tint the bright green; Book. a round of 2
1/2 inches in the center of each layer of cake. Without removing the round, cut each layer in half to make 4 C-shaped pieces and 4 small semicircles. On large piece of heavy cardboard or cutting board covered with cellophane or leaf (finished cake roughly 28 by 9), place pieces of cake end to end, alternating directions to create a curvy snake. Place 1
semicircle of cake at one end, cut the sides together, to complete the tail. Repeat at the other end until the neck completes. Place the remaining 2 semicircles at the end of the neck to form an open mouth. Ice cake. Cake garnish: Cut all but 1 jelly ring in half. Place halves of the jelly ring along the top edge of the cake for scales. Place a whole ring of jelly on
the head for the eye, with sweet blue in the center for the pupil. Use yellow candies to decorate the body. Use white licorice candy for teeth. Use sweet corn for eyelashes. This content is created and maintained by third parties and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and
similar content in the piano.io Advertisement - Continue reading below the last update on November 3, 2020 If you use your Mac for work or just for your personal projects, you've probably found yourself wondering how to improve your productivity. There are only so many hours in a day, and so much mental endurance that you can muster before it's over.
There are dozens of tricks you can use to improve your own productivity and perspective, but if you're looking for a more objective and comprehensive fix, the best thing to do is equip your Mac with productivity apps designed to help you do more in less time. This unique list of Lifehack has some of the best productivity apps to help you feel less tired, improve
your energy and ultimately help you do more every day. What makes the best productivity apps? In addition to productivity tips, there are dozens of productivity apps to choose from as well. With that in mind, here are some of the key aspects of the optimal productivity applications that formed this list. Non-intrusive – you want a productivity app to weave
perfectly into your workflow and not cause interruptions. From the use of the application to the general display, it should not cause interruptions. Good interface – Again, you want to be able to use these applications easily and make them benefit you. The easier you can navigate around these apps, the better. Fair Prices – Many of them have free trials that
allow a good chance to test before buying. If you decide to pay for it, the monthly pricing plans should be reasonable for what you are getting. 1. Available for all iOS devices, Todoist is an annotations and organization app that can keep you on top of all your projects —both personal and professional. Its best features are all free to use, including extensions of
the Creating interactive tasks and boards that you can use to organize all your notes. If you want to pay the optional $29 per year fee, you can get even more advanced features like backups and automatic reminders. Even with the free version, you will get much more organized. Download: Todoist2. 1PasswordVovo you may not realize this, but you probably
spend a ton of time remembering remembering passwords, especially if and when you forget one for an app you use regularly.1Password is a Mac app that saves and remembers all your passwords for you in one place, so you can access all your favorite sites with a single click. You'll save time and keep all your accounts secure simultaneously. A personal
plan is $2.99 a month. Download: 1Password3. BearBear is a unique annotations app designed to make it easier for Mac users to annotate notes in any movement. With it, you can create to-do lists, give reminders to yourself, and outline concepts for future brainstorming sessions. It comes with many different inline styles so you can customize your notes to
your personal preferences, and remember the context in which you wrote them. The main version is free, with a $14.99 version per year available as well. Download: Bear4. HazelHazel by noodlesoft is an automated organization tool designed for Mac that will help you automatically organize your files based on any custom rules you want to create. For
example, you can configure it to move untouched items from one folder to another folder labeled action items if they have not been covered within a week. It can save hours of organization over the course of a few weeks. A single license is a flat $32.Download: noodlesoft5. AlfredAlfred is an all-in-one app designed to save time with mac shortcuts and
convenient custom actions. You can use it in several ways. For example, you can access Alfred's clipboard memory to not copy and paste the same material repeatedly, or configure custom workflows to automate some of your more repetitive tasks. It is a paid application, with multiple price points based on the desired features. Download: Alfred6.
TextExpanderTextExpander does exactly what the name suggests; it allows you to type a small snippet of text and expand that text automatically. For example, you can create a custom expansion that allows you to cast a full paragraph that you type repeatedly by simply typing a single abbreviation. Once you get used to your custom combinations, you'll
save your fingers from typing thousands of words. An individual account is $3.33 per month. Download: TextExpander7. BackblazeIf you've ever experienced an accident, or theft of your Mac, you know how long a system restore can cost. You will spend hours replacing the files you have lost, and you will lose thousands of files that are irreplaceable.
Backblaze is an automated and inexpensive way to back up your entire Mac for only $5 per month. Download: Backblaze8. Keyboard MaestroKeyboard Maestro is a older who still has the power to make his life easier. With it, you can automate any number of tasks based on a given trigger (such as a combination of hotkey or an event like connecting to a
wireless network). A single license costs only $36.Download: Keyboard Maestro9. SnagitThere are many many for a good screen capture app, if you are trying to illustrate a technological problem you have or just want to make an interesting meme. Snagit makes it easy, with built-in editing for stunning images and videos. A single license covers two
machines and costs $49.95.Download: TechSmith/Snagit10. BartenderBartender is the smart name app that helps you clean and organize all menu bar icons. You can also quickly access them with keyboard shortcuts. If you're like most Mac users, these icons get cluttered quickly and prevent you from working efficiently. It's free to try for 4 weeks, after that
you'll need a $15 license. Download: Bartender11. OtterOtter is the Mac app for those who take notes that hate typing. It is a smart voice recognition system and annotations app that will help you transcribe your conversations, keep notes during meetings and even take contextual notes for yourself in your own time. Best of all, it's free to start! Download:
Otter12. FluxDo do you often feel tired throughout the day, or feeling unable to sleep after a day looking at your computer? This may be because of the unnatural blue light radiating from your Mac.Flux naturally adapts your display to emit light that matches the time of day, so you can sleep better and feel less tired. It's free too! Download: Flux 13. PDFpenIf
you deal with PDFs regularly, you probably find yourself wanting some kind of tool that can allow you to mark these PDFs as you wish. Without a dedicated application like PDFpen, this can be difficult. PDFpen lets you edit PDFs almost any conceivable way, giving you more energy and saving time. A single license is $74.95.Download: Smile
Software/PDFpen14. OmniFocusOmniFocus is all about task management. It has a clean interface that lets you mark your tasks, schedule events, and even automate certain features. It's one of the most comprehensive solutions on the market, so there's a bit of a learning curve to get the most out of it. A standard license is $39.99, while the pro version is
$79.99.Download: OmniFocus15. FranzIt is tiring to switch between dozens of different chat programs, such as Facebook Messenger, Slack and WhatsApp, whenever you want to have a conversation with a different contact. Franz's solution is simple; provide access to all these applications in one convenient package. And best of all, it's completely open
source. Download: Franz16. MindNodeIf you are brainstorming type, you need an app like MindNode to help you organize your thoughts efficiently. There are dozens of tools you can use to connect ideas on a mind map, simply write down notes for future reference. The main app is free, with in-app purchases available. Download: MindNode17. FocusThe
internet is a wonderful thing, but it can be very disturbing. And if you're like most of us, you you work on a project because of some website that attracts attention or bad habit online. That's where Focus comes in. This app allows you to block the worst offenders with custom time limits and other restrictions, so you can focus on the task in question. A single
license is $19.99.Download: Focus18. CleanMyMacChances are, your Mac is not working as fast as it could, thanks to gigabytes of clutter and unnecessary files on your system. CleanMyMac helps you scan your Mac, monitor your health, and finally clean it —so you can handle all your tasks a little faster. A single license is $39.95.Download:
CleanMyMac19. Grammar misspelling or grammatical error can cost a lot of money. It can be the source of a worse note in a major newspaper, or compromise your credibility in the workplace. Fortunately, grammar can help you. This mac-integrated writing assistant monitors all your writing and makes live corrections, so you'll be alerted to your possible
errors before they become permanent. There is a free version, but the premium version will cost between $11 and $30 per month, depending on how you pay. Download: GrammarlyFocus To DoFocus to do-do is one of the leading productivity apps for your iPhone around. It even has a desktop client that you can connect effortlessly. The application is built
around two things: the Pomodoro technique and task management. He achieves these things with an incredible balance. All you need to do is create a task and then set the timer within the app itself. There is also great flexibility with the Pomodoro technique as well. You can choose whether to take a 5-minute break, take a longer one, or even ignore it. On
the task management side, you can also create recurring tasks, reminders, and put a priority on tasks as well. Download: Focus To DoThe Bottom LineThey productivity apps should help you squeeze more productive hours each day, but they are not the only tools you will have to help you find success. Make time to learn and experiment with all the life
hacks that can make you more productive. By improving your devices as well as their perspective and focus, you will be able to do much more in a day, and feel better doing it. More to increase productivitySatured photo credit: Patrick Ward via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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